
I estimate that over the several months that
I have been writing this column and
compiling the NaSPA shareware CDs, I

have downloaded and examined well over one
thousand shareware, freeware and open-
source programs.

Although I do try to impose some order and
categorize this ever-growing mass of pro-
grams, I’ve only had modest success. It’s an
uphill battle, with new files coming in every
day. One way I stay disciplined is to try to
keep with the monthly theme of the magazine,
or to stay within one platform or enterprise-
computing task. Another tactic I’ve found
useful is to review applications the same way
I imagine talent scouts review actors; I’m very
quick to say “next!” and uninstall any buggy
or sloppy piece of shareware.

Not surprisingly, though, I have amassed
numerous programs that intrigued me but
haven’t fit neatly into any topic so far.
Nonetheless, they are valuable and useful pro-
grams, they just get set aside for possible
attention later. Since this is the last Technical
Supportissue of 2003, it seems an appropriate
time to wrap up the loose ends of the past
twelve months of software tests, and there are
a few freeware applications I just couldn’t bear
to let slip into the recycle bin without giving
them due notice.

So, this month we have a “grab bag” of
applications. They are rather loosely related in
that all are handy for useful insight into the
inner workings of the PCs. All will help you
peer into the dark recesses of processor
speeds, esoteric system settings and the envi-
ronment inside the “beige box.”

No doubt, some of the information is in the
“so what” category, but in-depth knowledge of
your computer is useful for familiarity if noth-
ing else—a means by which to gain a sense of
what’s “normal” for a given system. For exam-
ple, one application in this month’s column

will help you prepare inventories of every
system, which can provide a valuable quick
reference for troubleshooting purposes.

Ideally, operating environments on PCs
would remain unaffected by time and use, as
they were when installed. The saying “change
is good” was not coined by an enterprise
systems administrator; “change is work”
might be more accurate. Of course, the reality
is that every PC is by nature a mutating beast,
working one day and not necessarily the next.
Security and stability patches cause cascading
problems, hardware ages and fails, and routine
replacement of peripherals unleashes bizarre
compatibility issues.

There are sophisticated tools, both stand-
alone and built in to modern OSs, for imaging
and managing systems on a large-scale basis,
and this month’s programs certainly aren’t
meant to supplant such powerful applications.
Nonetheless, whether you are a gaming enthu-
siast, a tweaking fanatic, or a hardworking
administrator just trying to make things a little
easier—this month’s software will expand
your understanding of the commonplace
Windows PC.

AIDA32 3.85 ENTERPRISE
VERSION BY TAMAS MIKLOS

Aida32 is something of a one-stop-shop
for profiling Windows systems. Developed
by Hungarian Tamas Miklos, it is a freeware
classic. Originally available as a 16-bit DOS
application (which is still available for those
who need it), Aida32 rounds up all aspects
of a Windows PC configuration and presents
it in a neat, orderly and convenient explorer-
like interface.

This may seem like a small accomplish-
ment, but this attribute alone is a great feature
when you consider the multitude of means
necessary to access this information on a

Windows system. If you support multiple ver-
sions of Windows as I do, then you know the
many counterintuitive methods that Microsoft
has provided for finding basic system info.
Across the different Windows versions there
are an annoyingly wide range of ways to find
basic configuration info, with different loca-
tions for menu items, and even completely
different command-line entries for calling
basic hardware and software set-up. In an
enterprise environment, consider the value of
using one identical application across multiple
Windows versions for inventorying and profil-
ing systems. What a time-saver!

That eerie nexus where hardware and oper-
ating system meet is of course the source of
much pain (and employment) for Windows
administrators. An ordinary keyboard will
sometimes fail to detect properly on a
Windows system, or a monitor with an easily
human-read label detailing its make and
model will register in Windows as “generic,”
depriving you of its advanced features.

If Aida32only relied on the often erroneous
and even wacky conclusions Windows draws
about installed hardware, it would be merely a
handy tool, not an invaluable one.

In fact, Aida32 directly queries installed
hardware and peripherals for information and
has a store of detailed information on over
27,000 components.

With a simple click, Aida32can display a
bewildering array of information about
hardware, such as the population of individ-
ual PCI slots (empty or not) and the cards in
them. Specific model and type identifiers
can be displayed for all motherboard
resources from memory controllers to
graphic subsystems. The best part? The data
tabs for many components feature a click-
able hyperlink to the manufacturer’s Web
site for product data sheets and drivers, a
noticeable timesaver.
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However, Aida32 is not limited to hardware
information. Extensive software profiling is
also readily available. Aida32 consolidates
information from the registry that would nor-
mally require tedious wading through keys
and subkeys in Regedit or Regedt32. Neatly
organized into an intuitive tree is software and
environment-related information such as
license keys for installed applications,
installed DLLs, ODBC drivers and data
sources, startup applications, services and
their status (started, disabled, etc). Moreover,
security settings like groups, users and shares,
as well as password, domain and profile status
are also at hand. Even network parameters
such as IP addresses, subnets and DHCP
leases are a quick click away.

Speaking of networks—Aida32 is also
network-enabled for remote profiling. The
preferred way of doing this is via a com-
mand-line driven interface, with the requisite
range of switches and options. This feature is
useful for enterprise-level auditing, and
reports can be generated to include system
configuration data for most any analysis
needed. You can omit (or include), as much
of the numbing detail which Aida32can gen-
erate to concentrate on the specific reporting
needs of your environment.

Reports may be generated in major standard
formats, from text to XML, and are easily
readable and logically laid out. Results from
remotely profiled systems may be stored and
analyzed (searched and sorted by element) in
SQL, Microsoft Access, and other ODBC
databases for a “1000-yard view” of an entire
department of enterprise.

Aida32 runs on any Windows version,
including Windows 2003, and has minimal
hardware requirements. In fact, depending on
the version you choose (I’ve reviewed the
enterprise edition, but there is a personal edi-
tion as well), it can even fit on a floppy.

Aida32 is truly a stellar application, and I
consider the program author to be very gener-
ous in providing an application of real value
for no charge. Yes, it is freeware. The author
does require a simple registration process for
commercial usage, a small price to pay for true
excellence. I’m smitten…

UNKNOWN DEVICES 1.2 BY
MIKE MONIZ

There are of course times when no amount
of sleuthing seems to be helpful in clarifying
the annoying “Unknown Device?!” warning
in Windows Device Manager. However,

there is one helpful weapon in the battle
against Windows plug-and-play misbehav-
ior, the aptly (if not very creatively) named
Unknown Devices.

The developer calls his company “Halfdone
Development,” and that is not entirely tongue-
in-cheek. This is not a pretty application; it
is spare in the extreme, offering a simple
tree-model list of discovered devices on
Windows systems.

Still, I had good luck using this tool to find
drivers for some obscure hardware on a vin-
tage PC.

The clever touch that makes Unknown
Devicesuseful is that after highlighting the
mysterious device, a simple press the F3 func-
tion key triggers an instant search for drivers
and information on Google™, using the string
identifying the hardware.

This feature, plus its knack for identifying
elusive hardware render Unknown Devicesa
worthwhile, if modest, addition to your toolk-
it.

FREEFILE 1.1 BY
SKRUBBLETRANG.COM

One of the reliable annoyances encountered
in using a Windows system is the inevitable
“locked file” message. Often reading some-
thing like: “The source or destination file may
be in use,” or “There has been a sharing viola-
tion.” What it really means is that Windows
needs you to think for it. The problem is that
Windows often has little basis for this conclu-
sion and is simply being ornery. Although you
know this, the means to unlock the file is not
always clear. Enter FreeFile—a very simple
application that displays the process locking
the file, and provides a one-click option to kill
the process.

You could seek out this information on your
own by process of elimination and invoking
various Windows commands, but FreeFile
makes it so simple, there is just no reason to
bother with any other method.

There is just one interface panel, with a but-
ton to browse to the locked file. Process details
such as priority and ID are displayed, but the
action is confined to the “kill” button. Not a

complex tool, but a great way to eliminate a
reliable Windows headache.

The only drawback to this tool is that it
requires the Windows .NET framework.
Opinions about .NET vary, and many will
reject this tool because it requires the frame-
work. Still, if you already have the framework
installed (or don’t mind adding it to your sys-
tem), this is a worthwhilelittle application that
can make your life just a little bit easier.

SKRUBTHEWEB 1.1.3 BY
SKRUBBLETRANG.COM

From the “why didn’t I think of that?”
department, we have this smart idea: a one-
stop query of Microsoft’s Knowledge Base,
Windows-specific Usenet discussion groups
of your choice, and Google searched Web
pages. All accomplished by entering one sin-
gle search term and all displayed within one
window. Cool!

For a busy developer or administrator, this
is a terrific timesaver. No more wading
through Web pages for technical information.
Although it may sound modest in its useful-
ness, SkrubTheWebin fact is one of the mod-
est habit-shifting little applications that repre-
sent the best of shareware and freeware.
Although its function is modest, it has the
potential to shave precious minutes off a task
so routine it’s nearly invisible, but add those
minutes up and SkrubTheWeb shows its
virtues. It’s a gem.

As with FreeFile, the .NET framework is
required.

POWERPROMPT 1.1 BY
SKRUBBLETRANG.COM

Restrictions? We don’t need no stinkin’
restrictions! Here’s a little tool to save yourself a
great deal of trouble now and then, or perhaps—
to ruin your workday completely! Powerprompt
is a simple executable with awesome destructive
powers; it enables you to step up your login
privilege from mere Administrator to
“NTAuthority\System.” Potent stuff…

Some scenarios where this might be a life-
saver could be regaining access to a system
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where a hacker or a virus has disabled the Administrator login, or
where you need unfettered access to even the critical Windows
Services where even the Administrator account is restricted in its capa-
bilities.

Needless to say (but I’ll state the obvious anyways!) that this is a
very dangerous little application. As expected of all the best and scari-
est tools, PowerPromptis command-line only, of course!

CONCLUSION

With the start of the New Year, I will be looking at an entirely new
batch of files from the ever-evolving shareware world. In fact—new
software for review next year is already piling up on my hard drive. So,
out with the old and in with the new! Until next month (and a fresh
start), take a look in the NaSPA shareware libraries for some of this
month’s featured files. Links in the sidebar provide more information.

Your comments are appreciated as well. I welcome your thoughts on
what topics and platforms you would like to see covered in this column.
If you have a recommendation for a favorite shareware, open-source, or
freeware tool—I would be glad to hear it.  

Jim Justen is the NaSPA VP of Shareware. He worked in broadcast engineer-
ing in the early ’80s, and as the “electronics guy,” was assigned to support
early PCs, networks and embedded systems.
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